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For V.
Draft Five
2

A Shortcut through Purgatory

I

descended from the abused rock of the shoo fly complex of the Sierras
Created by the old continent colliding with the ocean floor
Coast bound on Highway 20
From the edge of the old continent to the new
Past pillow basalt deposits at the Yuba River
Here crows circled back to settle on trees extruded amid stations
Bleeding the earth free of excess fluids
While the high altitude flight of geese
Skewered the compass rose impeccably
Not confused by the turbulence of the scavengers below
Past the Sutter Buttes miniature volcano
Visible far upwind, in the slack tide of crops and condos
Through the wetlands of gold rush gravel overflow
Past the volcanic ash hoodoos of Clear Lake Oaks
Listening to “Satellite of Love” left in the car
By my last ex-wife
Past Mt. Konocti with molten rock a few feet down
The sunset reflected in lavic light
Off the tan hue of Clearlake’s waters
Clearly a shortcut through purgatory, heaven unreflected here
To the San Andreas fault at Manchester Beach
Refuge in the Franciscan complex of the coastal range
The extension marking the edge of the new continent endangered
The extension marking the edge of the new continent face lift
I’d noticed S. Groggins for sheriff-coroner
Over a hand-painted Studebaker proclamation
Pasted and peeling on a wall in the Collusa
Of the Sacramento valley’s imperative of valley value and weather
There was Chick Montgomery’s billboard
While I hurried for late Sunday service at the Ukiah Wal-Mart
No longer puzzled by the fury
Of those resisting the cultural mudslides
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Of our slides of stuff
Hopelessly bracing the toe of sliding value
-This is an obscure redneck description of a hill with no base-Remembering Sam promises the most for the leastHurrying on to the coast to say sorry
To an ex-wife determined
By her own genetic granite weathered
Into a surviving grus, finely filigreed by life
Living on the crest of the wave
Oblivious of the molten undertow
Of repressed discontent below
I hurried to her
Never stopping at official view sites bereft of view
Past an “Oasis” in foreclosure
And then at Elk similar respite
On the serrated edge of our ancient separation
But there in Lake County pushing the speed limit
Past desolate roadside stands of combustible intoxicants
Trying to see it all in abstraction
As an ocean current of subatomic stuff
In the equilibrium of gravity
Learning not to see the delineation so sharply
Whether rusted Rambler or volcanic remnant
But there at the Manchester Grange Hall
Rented by a magus of Java
Uncle Bill as maestro would have us see peripherally
So that we can get past this time
To wind and sky and broken buildings
And abandoned cars
All here just the same
Uncle says, “When you can see clearly
you are neither holy nor wise
just an ordinary fellow who has
completed his work.”
But in Taostic wisdom he decided
To fall on the ice in Denver
And let us work out the circuit
Of our own actions and reactions
Remembering that he says,
“When you think like a human
you make human mistakes.”
Just as a few days before
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My third ex-wife also fell
Insuring that our son, born three minutes before his brother
Whom I’d brought to her there
Where the towers fell
Would find the compassion to forgive her
While I was viewing the hell of Ground Zero
Immense and bitterly sharp shards
Erupting from the depths of fears
And underground floors of submerged consciousness
Removed by fathers of fallen sons
Digging for meaning
Driven by memories
In an immense diabolically surviving blowhole
Amongst the lesser towers
Which never allow but a little
Of the grace of a sun in winter declination
While the ocean-filled winds
Freeze to a heart chilling temperature
Which no amount of fire retardant layers could temper
So that only a few genetically anointed
Could brace to a workday in that place
Acknowledged by the pre-dawn thousands
Waiting patiently to lighten a little
The load of uninsurable dread
While those bound fast by secondhand scripture, fearing the Buddha’s
Compassionate curves
Compounded the shards of their feared relativity
While they fixated on a mere idea of the pure
(For they have renounced likeness)
They clutched without tenderness mundane finality
Death is just the last word recited in a language they can’t read
Foregoing the relative pleasures
Of the great Satan’s liberations
Naturally washed onto the reefs
Of affordable depravity
They played video games and ate kosher pizza
Resisting Babylon’s diminished evils
They unknowingly adopt the pimp’s knowing sneer
They –with no internal messengerReach too easily with similarly dulled imagination
For their true sweetheart, the Kalashnikov
Or casually pushing the controls
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Into a final dive
Exactly mirroring the sinkpool
Of the weak minds they abhore
So the Taliban and the purveyors
Of cheap pleasures
Grope for each other
As perhaps long separated twins
Needing most of all
The mutual destruction of Ground Zero.
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Belladonna on Highway 20

left Nevada City headed up Highway 20
To the escarpments of the Sierra Ridge line
Agitated and dangerous, no different than a seismic event
Ag
Long ago realizing I needed the belladonna
Robert had prescribed for personal Jihad
Beating back rage into a new coastline of faith
-Keeping the Walther in its belly bandI wondered where I could find the sustenance of relief
Without resorting to the tangible substance of a remedy
And as I was stopped for a red waiting for what is in between
Then a mint green Jeep pulls in front
I remembered a dream from the night before
The visual pleasure of richly coated Porsche
With a forest service symbol
Incongruously on the door
I expected to see a uniform behind the wheel
Instead there was a woman in a red shawl
And I remembered V. had lost hers in Albion
This strangely made me remember Austerlitz
When a childhood traumatic memory of color & place
Had been triggered by the wet sheen
Of an Antwerp Fort’s four foot thick walls
Which had accelerated him into a vision
Of the torture that had been committed there
I then remembered the St. Louis’ cargo of Jews
Had been turned back by FDR for forgetting Jesus
Giving Adolf the green light for the end of times
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2.

Now the Tibetan bells wildly banging
From the shock of the cracks in the brand new Sierra autobahn
Seemed to intensify a vision in my heart
So that I forgot for a minute to remember rage
And the green Jeep with that clash of red
Pleased my eye
And she remained comfortably behind
So that I floated up the mountain
Protected from strident passers behind
To help push the mind’s release
I reached for the picture on my dash
With a woman in saffron
Sitting next to my teacher in blue
Knitting
I turned the broken plastic frame over
And there’s another teacher with tape holding his face to the backing
Like Hubble before, deflecting focus
I tear it off of course
And there he is in nearsighted morning glare
With the mottled whiskers
He will have in the future
And boy am I comforted

3.

I notice I’d forgotten
To disengage four wheel drive
Which I then do as I coast
Down the other side
And I’ve forgotten too to remember rage
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Dispatch 3 From Highway 20

I

woke on Martin Luther King’s birthday 2002
To a voice beside itself coming from the phone
Off it’s cradle
The voice of someone I had thought I knew well
Ranting to herself in her personal purgatory
I had departed Eastern Nevada County at 7000 feet
En route to my ex’s house-warming on the coast
After speaking to the other of my twins at sea level
Who lives in the apple above 125th street
And who had thought the smoke of the Towers
To be a volcano he thought
Though he couldn’t bring himself to say it
That he might need some time at my latitude
At 6000 feet I paused near the hanging tree
Now where Safeway employees take a smoke break
The tree sheltering a patio with benches and a historical site plaque
Then I crested the Sierra ridge line
Where I was met by a low dark squall line
That should have turned back a prudent pilot
Instead I descended on Highway 20
The umbilical to the comfort of the Mendocino coast
And at Nevada City I turned to radio station 89.5
To be reminded of the rage still in after shock
witnessed by songs in memoriam
The line to our present time not yet fully developed
Across that valley scarred by gravel tailings
Dredged up from under soil 10,000 years on the scrubbing
From primal granite
Dredged by our lust for the fuel of gold
Joined by the last small ring I had lost
Waiting for the catastrophic flood
To restore the valley’s soil for grazing and growing
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To be reminded by songs recorded in the field of course
That it is never too late to become a builder of dikes
But I became distracted then by the rocky debris
Sluff of some ancient geologic perturbation
-I’ll thumb through my roadside rock book
At bedside for the timelineOf the soil scattered around the boulders adrift
Which has only just enough nutrients for scrub oak
Growing them into insufficient stands
Then pitched into the trough of the valley
Standing muddy water barely held back by earthen dikes
Sure to be breached by the next infantile earthquake

2.

In Afghanistan a Mujhadeen general said
The problem with the subcontinent
Was of a genetic lessening by altitude
And it all drains to the plains

3.

On entering Marysville Rod Hocker asks us
To re-elect him because he’s for the people
When I passed the World of Life church
I changed radio stations there 15 miles from Meridian
Where I would cross over the depths
Of the Sacramento with secrets like rivers to the south
Evoking a revolution I had not dared to join
The new program was the timeline of lynching
From the knights of the shroud of death to Chaney & friends
And that folks is a good part of who we are now

4.

Cardboard whipped across my view on the Sutter bypass
While to the north the Sutter buttes crumbling remains
Of a volcano hidden in the mists
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As though it had only just now floated down
From the Trinity Alps or Mt. Lassen

5.

But while the fields of France or Germany
Are picturesque and apparently unlittered
Underneath are covered over the bones
Of generation after generation of slaughter
No worse than what we did abruptly by right of divine possession

6.

I was actually glad to see the rise
Of Lake County bulged up under low clouds
By then from the radio the music of a
Passionate preacher’s cascading vernacular
He said, that, voice trembling with love and fear,
All over the world and for sure here in America
Profit rights had become more important
Than human rights
The anarchists even now hesitate to say that
When driven into a dead end by New York’s finest

7.

I passed through Williams, the last of the valley towns
Fenced in by rusted farm equipment
Placarded by “Retain Womble for Supervisor”
About then the soil’s iron content I guess
Garbled the coastal station and I heard instead
On the reflected signal the imitative conviction
Of the ordinary huckster of scripture
Demanding we use our worldly talents
For the glorification of the spirit of radio evangelism
And he would ratify this upon receipt of a gift
Of donations to his crusade
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8.

Climbing the grade up into Lake County’s rise
I see cars on the old county road below
Across the muddy wash twisting on the same vector as us
Cut off by our road’s recent paving
To a dead end in the mush oaks below
Amongst which the camouflaged occupants
Of predatory high sprung pick up trucks
-I presume there must be Taliban aheadAnd I fail to see the faded yellow sign
“Elk crossing next five miles”

9.

Later on Martin’s birthday
Taking a shortcut through purgatory
I arrive at Big Oak at the east end of Clear Lake
Where a confederate war flag, the stars & bars
Ripped defiantly in a wind off the lake
Almost lifting off in front of a small house
A small peeling blue house desperate for repair
With an American flag in every window
And at the edge of town a pickup truck
Flying another confederate stars & bars
There on Martin Luther King’s Day
Mounted like a Taliban 50-caliber
Defiant over dual rear wheels

10.

By then I’d punched up Louis Armstrong
Singing that he’ll be glad when you’re dead
You rascal you
You messed with my wife you rascal you, he said
But Louis has gone to the pawnshop
And got his gun you rascal you
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11.

Driving into Ukiah on the way
To find some peace by the sea
Again I receive a clear signal
As Martin says across the years
Of course we’d all like to live long lives
But we die anyway the day we deny
What we know is right
So now am I dead or merely waiting for the call
State street was lined with brand new flags
Red white and blue for the day

12.

I arrived on the coast which is I’m told slipping away
In wonder at what a seismic force
Threatening to the way we are now
By the way he was then
For his brand of non-violent confrontation
Found the fault line of our convictions

13.

But then I’m reminded that a drizzle
On the coast becomes a blizzard
When it is stopped by the magnificent obstructions
Of the Sierras so then it is clear again
At the edge of the continent
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Dispatch 4
Valentine’s Day on Highway 20
1.

sou marital dissolution on Valentine’s Day
sought
And I need bella
belladonna on Highway 20 when back on the way
DDeparting from a town in the Sierra rain shadow
In thee parki
parking lot I remembered I’d lost the gift of my first wife
A silver bracelet holding wound elephant hairs
But there it was under my seat
As I drifted down the flank of the Sierras
Idling over sedimentary rock of tertiary times
These young rocks cover rocks below of the shoo fly complex

2.

Just before Marysville are grasslands
Littered with huge boulders of basalt
My roadside geology book says it is “one of the nicest slabs
Of old ocean floor anywhere”
I heard a newscaster there broadcasting from Cuba
Or that part of Cuba which remains occupied
And where we hold prisoners without rights
He said all things considered the cages for prisoners
Weren’t bad other than having to defecate in public
He said it was regrettable but privacy was a victim
Of the war on terrorism
Didn’t Captain Dreyfuss after all sleep shackled
To bed planks without the freedom to even piss?
In highway reverie I remember
My last ex putting her brother in law’s empty 357
In a spirit of fun
To my head and pulling the trigger
I probably should have heeded the warning
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3.

When I got to Ukiah I visited a bedbound friend
Who years before thought it better I didn’t come by
Because of my personal conduct which so mirrored
What had left her abandoned
By the one in her life who had taken vows
To persevere through sickness unto death.

4.

As I wound through alluvial buildup to the coast
These thoughts went around and around
As I hurried to the solace offered freely
By my second ex wife proffering the way
What can I say when she is still able
To offer me measured space
For a short time at least out of mind’s
Desperate play
There I am scurrying west into the sunset
Of my worldly life. Via is the way
Though I plan to stay on the road
Until daylight finally breaks
I thought that back then I couldn’t see
Through the splattered road kill of my thoughts
But when greeted by someone who has forgotten
To remember the charge sheet
Of my accumulated petty larcenies
But has been instead actually nurtured
By the imps of time
And even wears the same earrings
Given two decades before
Where others change them like arcade targets
While she says with no sigh of regret
The black pearl suits her and the gold stem
Causes no reaction
How do you come hat in hand
To someone not hooked on what she can’t forget
What can you do but offer the love
Finally mined from some long buried space
Well below mind.
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Filled with a feeling of a motor car racing up the spine
Beyond physical expectations bursting through the rind
To a place of intimacy
Probably not known since wordless infancy
How can someone who brings you
To that place which is beyond your due
And that’s what wives and ex-wives can do
Not be but another pilgrim on the way
Even when it means taking a shortcut
Through purgatory
Via is the way.
To find a place to sit
Where it seems there has always been
A perfect fit
Perhaps the greatest thrill in a seismic search
Under the watchful gaze that began it all
Is bracing to the nor’wester that took us there
And whips the years like tears
From our eyes as we dead reckon
The true course bound for where we started
Perhaps the cat in my ex’s arms
Improbably there 18 years before
When we were bound on a Mendocino farm
Had this Skitty cat willed herself to stay alive
Until finally I arrived
Or is it the ordinary happenstance
Of intimate lives
These facts as noted here
Have made my way
And the solace of my stay
As romantic as what before
Was thought merely frantic
For I’m sure the only way to live in these times
Is to be draped in the burkha of breath
Even holding to a not so fearsome death
Via means the way.
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Dispatch #5 – Highway 20
1.

eading west on St. Patrick’s Day
My dead rec
reckoned birthdate set back by genes & circumstance
To be an April fool instead
I came to a stop in a spring blizzard
And fo
found that night on Highway 20 was agitated & dark
Giving the faintest clue of the Earth’s volcanic disorder
So obvious en route by daylight
Just so the obscuration of Lake County’s self-medicated highway drifters

2.

I was hurrying through the night
To have a day in a simpler perspective
Trimming an apple tree and trying to gather and remove
The fallen twigs and branches by more
Than third world happenchance, hugging and tying was trying
Luckily by the end we had reinvented the one woman tie
And so we looked efficient enough to not be hooted
By power tool wielding western savants

3.

At the communal dinner I finally saw the painting
That had hung on the wall of my house years before
The shadowed clouds of earthen colors
Parted off center by a burst of rose
Like the World Trade Center sky bound lights
Reminding us of the passion of creation
Like the red rose V. repositioned on my dash
Suddenly bursting in bloom overcoming me with its presence
Like the red of the roadside berries there on my return
Like the red barn in the distance
Centered in recently furrowed brown earth
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Like the red beads dangling from my rear view mirror
Flashing against the green of spring grass
Like the red crop duster against the pale blue sky
Flecked with streaks of cirrus over Sutter Buttes
Even the red graffiti on an abandoned bridge footing
“Jesus.”

4.

In the vernal equinox St. Patrick had foretold
Working back from the Sierra cloud barrier to where
The weather makes landfall at the source of Highway 20
I noticed on my arrival in a rare clear day
The fragrance of the laden air
It should serve notice to clearcutters & crusaders
The sanctity of blooming and bonding and wild entanglements
That seem out of nowhere to appear to follow the saint’s path
So we best remember to only prune and serve
Without our genetic fear of abundance
Just as V. had me cut back the overgrown apple trees
Removing water shoots and ingrown twigs with no signs of life
The tree which seemed to spread its excess for hands to tend
In anticipation of the delivery of its yield
In the intimate currency of life-giving succulence
So that its fruit bearing timeline could be extended
And its blossoms could have freedom to germinate
Among branches spread wide for the equinox dance of sun and air
And just as my hands have grown through the years
So can the mother of us all even in unBiblical times
Increase the abundance and size of fruit to be picked

5.

But what do humans usually do even in this rite of fertility
-But with our tacit approvalClearcut species and people
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6.
Just before dinner V’s sweater sleeve – it’s ocean damp there
Where the weather makes landfall – caught a delicate glass just filled
I caught it before it tumbled from the counter
But it’s stumble was enough for blood red to stream down the stem
For pieces from the almost invisible center had disappeared
Of course they had to be found and reconstrued
The wine streaked down the impervious blades of knives
Scabbarded between fisherman’s counter and stove
The edge of one of which I sharpened for truer cutting
Triggering me into thoughts of impermanence and illusion
The need to be accurate in what is cut away
Requires a tempered and maintained intelligence
Handled with compassion

7.

As V. found all the nearly illusory pieces
For the glass was wonderfully crafted obviously by hand
And this one had been with her before she came to the west
If I had a softer touch I thought
Could I have stopped the fall
But I have only recently learned to receive and hold fast
And so it seemed to me more a living ceremony
Devoid of ritual of glass thrown only out of habit and custom
For this ceremony celebrated the cutting away of excess
While warning of the fragility of things valued
And the need to account for every piece, every possibility
On hands and knees being responsible for every fragment
Too fragile to mend, reprieve was in another glass
Impossibly there waiting to be seen
Then, or perhaps sometime later, V. read me a poem
Constructed out of the compassion born of what might be lifetimes
About that time 20 years before on a harder stretch of Highway 20
She had held a flashlight while this man had struggled
In a storm and mud gatered to clear the culvert
And he had asked her to marry him
When she had stepped out of her truck
In the storm and in the mud in cape and white slippers
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Highway 20 Songs – Dispatch #6

P

1.

alm Sunday former nuns living right now down there
In the little Albion house below V. –
Who came it seems as a lot more than tenants
Pilgrims at the very least who told Via she marked the way
As they bundled offerings of apple twigs
Making us know the medieval hymn
Likening Jesus to an apple tree

2.

Maria and Margaret’s simplicity loosens the hold
Of childhood proscription as they beg to garden
Just as prophesied
While V. seems driven to finish this special place
While I at least seem to have entered as the donkey
For hauling and digging without fear of thought
For I had carried garden Buddha as co-pilot
Riding shotgun as we raced through Marysville and Yuba City
Through this time of preparation
I have at least been reading “Minding the Darkness”
Grateful to have someone with knowledge and insight
Placing in poetic perspective even his own implication
In the societal crimes committed in our name
As well as the psychological cover-up earnestly practiced
Making perfect our free and easy mime
So finally I am no longer allowed to remain in denial
At the price of citizenship
For perhaps we do in fact have a habit
By the sin of ignorance
Of sanctioning genocide
By our inability to empathize
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When I turn at random to the wisdom of Rumi
He says the intelligent citizen is not attached
To where he has been or even to where he or she is
But to where he is going
And will bear any hardship to go to where it’s free
For even as the Nazis implicated all observers
In their crimes
Exactly like the passers by of the mobile gas vans cruising
The streets of Chelmno ‘eliminating’ a thousand Jews a day
So I have been a citizen with franchise
To our indifference to the slaughter
In Rawanda and the cruel games of Sarajevo
Aren’t I too then implicated
All the while praying earnestly the siege be broken
As in retrospect we implicate all Romans
In adeptness at crucifixion

3.

Of course Rumi’s free ocean is of consciousness
So even I try to see beyond the edge of things
But as I raced across 20 in the bursting of spring
Embraced in Bach and the glow of sunset
-But I swear the Ode to Joy sung in 1942 by Germans
Sounded a lot like ecstatic NazisI do know that this Easter is not only of the passion
But of renewal as even we people clutch each other
Intertwined like the vines we pulled off the old apple tree
But spring had beat us to it
And this old tree was covered with green shoots
The tree people on the phone advised no radical cuts
With the tree’s cycle of energy flowing up

4.

I had followed the signs saying spiritual retreat
Pointing I’m afraid down the seldom used road
To the Seventh Day Adventist ocean research station
But Maria and Margaret seem to know what is sanctified
And they seem to think this small place is that
As V. transplants the roses to the front yard
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While I’m as filled with whine as when I followed
My spiritual teacher’s lantern down a mountain
I want to go again to the café across Highway 1
And exchange stories with the piano player of New York jazz days
But V. knows all the parables of waiting
And preparing for what the heart needs
As she says in a poem she years ago had thought
“Silly of me,” she said
Silly of Me
I would have stayed with you forever.
I thought the golden rye grass
bowed grey to a soggy mat in winter
then rained green
was the way we’d be;
the deer at edges shy.
I thought the dark silhouette of oak-bundled hills
were our shadows embracing the valley
and the valley a velvet
hammock for our tousled limbs.
Blue knocked about tall all over the summer skies.
The black oaks grew and never hesitated.
That’s why I thought when I said yes
you were looking for a place to die
and knew I was that meadow.
– V. Sharkey
Under the tangle of blackberry vines
We found our own small archaeological wonder
A morticed stone ledge perfect for garden Buddha
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5.

In order to trim the main branch overhanging the house
We duct taped the excellent pruning saw to a pole
This was V.’s idea practicing the casual common sense
Of two decades of homesteading

6.

For my homeopath believes in gardens of souls
Gathering to stabilize the universe
With the humble fruits of awareness
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Dispatch #7 – Take 2
Highway 20 Songs

E

1.
aster news was of the Church of the Nativity occupied and surrounded
Rather than mourning for the first time on an Easter morning
We pilgrimaged a little to honor the day
Finding that joining others with open hearts is the way
The service on the peak of the mountain
Noting Torrey Pine in barest cracks truncated
By wind and circumstance – was picked at seeming random
When with my kids I joined those gathered
Very untypically for me with tears filling my eyes
The scripture from Hildegard was of renewal
Decrying in song the fragile halo of moisture
Surrounding the planet awaiting to germinate
And bring life like the shoots on the old apple tree
Experiencing Christ risen was a natival thing
As our intrinsic resonating selves
Beyond mere meat certainly not that bull in a china shop
And then my littlest said knowing I’d forgotten
That he had painted four eggs exactly enough for us
As my birthday was April Fool’s Day the next day
My kids gave me a pocket watch with pendulum its innate message
That rhythm will always triumph over sequential time
As the hands stopped at quarter to eight

2.

So I headed down the hill racing west
Where I’ve found time is malleable and restorative
Bessy Smith singing out her own beat best
Germinating across the years
But as I pedaled to the metal going nowhere fast
I realized that with intention time stays immovable
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That in fact I would have to surrender
For time to enshroud and enfold and comfort
So that finally when I let the road run
I arrived at the ocean
Prepared for plans to be amiss
But on the local store’s bulletin board studded with rusty staples
Was the very announcement of my intentions
From fourteen years before
And when the sisters of the Assumption opened their door
There to release a moth
And it gave a man’s resonance to their names
With barely a flinch Maria and Margaret greeted me
Arms spread wide with a supper still improbably in the single ladle
Of leeks and potatoes, the soup of the poor
Embellished by companionship and worship
And by adding that still mysterious water to the wine
There with the chunk of cheese and heel of bread
A feast to go with the talk of the sacred
In the small unnoticed things like the few sips divine
Not needing carefully calculated introduction
The Assumption Sisters soothed me when I expressed my troubles
About how much meaning there is in ancient culture
-Maria’s family have lived in the same house for a thousand yearsWhen the butchers are born equally
Among relics and bulldozed memories
But these Sisters urged me to read Merton who struggled
Finally succumbing to the lightning bolts
Symbol of the age of electrocution
In Thomas’ case by bath
As the Romans like the highway symmetry
Of the precisely aligned crucified
But Maria and Margaret see small signs of awakening
Of consciousness of the needy
They showed me the Palm Sunday apple twigs now flowered

3.

The next day V. laid out with my transport
The transplanted roses marking the way
Aligned unknowingly the thirteen stone steps that we lay
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Highway 20 Love Songs – Dispatch #8

I

waited patiently for a sighting at the Nevada county seat

Just after the Friar Tuck fire in the old town
Just off Highway 20 listening to some charged lyrics
“I will marry you and I will bury you”
Actually a very romantic line
Although there was an ATF bomb investigation truck parked ahead
Just then Carmelo ambled around the corner from 18 years before
Noting that without rose colored glasses
The world would be a slightly sadder place
Which reminded me of the giant statue of Buddha
Which the Taliban had without mirth mined, torpedoed and pulled down
But my living Buddhist loan shark tells me to stay rooted
She gave me for instance with a hand shake the means to remain
And at altitude to boot, though driving to the sea sets me free
And the stories from there unlike those of me
Are of men and women going against the tide
To ensure the psalms remain true to the life of rescue
Without monuments or quotation away from family content
And this too the date the Titanic foundered
While the California steamed away with its radio operator asleep
Perhaps that is why my teachers say don’t be lazy
Know they say the stars are in procession
And the axis of the Earth wobbles every 26,000 years
Just as in spinning a beer can
We’ll find Orion’s Belt was there before
To see the offset of the Pharoah’s tombs
Foretelling perhaps that Lincoln would be shot this day
And Whitman would sing, “Oh Captain, oh Captain,
My Captain, it’s some dream
You’ve fallen on the deck cold and dead.”
So then finally is this feeling I have of resurrection
Are the pilgrim ladies right and this is the time
Like the vine enveloping the acacia tree we later trimmed
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Held fast still by the most fragile of weavings
So we are held together even in free fall
And this most humble salon of the soul
Not needing any Pope’s blessing to germinate
Might prove to be an unmapped chamber more fruitful than Giza’s
As we meditate the ecstasy rising so that finally
The humble dollar is the promise as we see with unblinking eye
And V. gathers from the Gualala nursery honeysuckle and myrrh
She and Vince from the life she has boldly created
To mark the bounds settling each with just enough fertilizer
In her down vest recognized from a life before
And I tape up my shoulder to take the mower around
With but minimum complaint
Grateful to be but one of three tight together in the Point Arena theater
For touch is enough in the land of the free
And perhaps the weight of my tears
Will bring me to my knees
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Hwy. 20 Love Songs Epilogue

S

utter Buttes appear to be a seismic afterthought

When you first notice them
Which when you are on an old ocean floor
Is impossible not to see
But they gain in importance
With the harvesting
And planting of rice and strawberries
Despite yourself you progress to a sense of place
I think it was Memorial weekend
That I raced to Lakeport
Halfway to the coast
To sleep on the fishing dock
Trying to balance positive & negative
Andre said he found the inner breath
That essential place in between
While diving in fluorescent water
And a friend of Frank’s
While in an asthmatic attack
Which then in wonder he would trigger
And I merely while weeping
My face pulled to breast
That’s where I found my breath
Extolled for thousands of years
As the heart center becoming the starting place
For thought and action
That crater formed by collision
With sun energy as the first teacher
Embraced by Earth’s pulsing vortex
Then finally with persistence
The body achieves central equilibrium
As that equinox within respiration
Does the conscious work
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Probably and profusely a little late for me
As my shell of flesh tries to implode
Breath shaking itself free
Just as the old continent
Smashed into the ocean floor
Marked by the standing wave of the Sierras
And briefly I had a serenity
As that cloaking a semi
Loaded with crushed cars
Pulled off Highway 20 by Williams
Cab saturated in the truth of a sunset
Then under the relief of the single tree
In Frank’s Ukiah backyard
We faced apart
Hand to the other’s heart
In a pleasure similar to an Afghan greeting
“Salaam Aleikum”
This while V. at the Mendocino lighthouse
Was being swooped by a hawk
Not appreciating tourism
She with grey lifting surfaces
Actually brown and white V. told me later
Pretty clearly from the report
A marsh hawk
While in the cove the affirmation
Of harbor seals below
In eye contact before deep water acrobatics
Which the keeper offhandedly reported
Was the same for all to see
And receive that benediction
Not yet available there by shuttle bus
I waited in Albion for Vince & V.
Who had paddled around the bend
Out of black and white
And where I would have expected
Tangled grey and damp
They reported Technicolor beyond fog line
Perhaps from V.’s insistence
Not unlike inner breath’s persistence
Maybe my teacher is right
And the Ganges depicts the pilgrimage
In a body made awake by conscious respiration
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Which is all it takes
For the end of dissatisfaction
Who knows maybe even deforestation
For I’ve seen Afghans in a terrain similar
To that passed by the Denver train
Of the depressed backyards of Helper, Utah
But with acceptance and hugs
Which Vince said came easy for Italians
And V. said that’s what men’s groups perhaps learned
And I said in that case
A bow would be truer
Warriors and firemen learn to hug
But in an intimacy thoughtfully shared
For me having witnessed returned Afghans
Kiss the ground
I’m forced to consider
That all who come home should too.
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